Reinforced concrete columns
Design and Verification

PYRUS-5 is a program for the nonlinear dimensioning and analysis of reinforced concrete columns.
It allows the analysis of relatively simple columns (e.g. in buildings) as well as complex multi
column systems with constant or varying cross sections, eccentric members connections and
intermediate supports under uniaxial or biaxial bending. The calculation is performed in cracked
state (nonlinear material-diagrams) in deformed position (2nd order theory).
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Structure

Loadings

y Arbitrary “continuous beam” with axial force

y Separate consideration of loading parts for
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under biaxial bending
Member axes with arbitrary eccentricity to the
column axis
Arbitrary support conditions at the ends of
the column as well as at intermediate points
Elastic supports
Cross-section pricewise constant or linear
varying
Various ways of definition of initial deformation, also automatically in function of the loading
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permanent and variable loads
Concentrated vertical forces with eccentricity
Concentrated horizontal forces and
moments
Constant or linear distributed loads
Prescribed displacements and rotations

Design situations / Service states
y Definition of one or more design situations
(or service states) for one column
y Design situations content a loading case, an
initial deformation, the creep parameters and
the definition of the limit state

Calculations
y Dimensioning of the non-prestressed rein-

Cross sections
y Additionally to a serie of parametric standard cross sections, arbitrary sections defined
in FAGUS-5 can be used

forcement for the limit states of ultimate load
capacity and serviceability
y Verification of the ultimate load capacity and
results (displacements, section forces,
stresses) due to a load case and an initial
deformation for a column with given reinforcement after 1st or 2nd order theory
y Verification of the serviceability: maximum
allowable deformation for different conditions
(for ex. max allowable tensile stresses in
steel)

Long term effects
y Consideration of creep for a predefined part
of the permanent loads

Reinforcement
y Arbitrary layers of non-prestressed and
prestressed reinforcements, defined as fixed
or dimensionable layers

General
y The functions of PYRUS-5 are concentrated
on a single menu, registered as “Structure”,
“Loads”, “Design situations” and “Results”

Interfaces
y Compatible to the cross-section program
FAGUS-5, whose basic module is included
in PYRUS-5 for the description of crosssections
y Export of all numerical and graphical data into
other Windows applications (clipboard,Word,
Excel etc.)

Print Manager (Cubus Viewer)
y Editable preview of all output data: Changing print order, scales, colors, visibility

y User-defined page layout ( page format,
company logo, texts, borders etc.)

y Colour printers are supported
Project Manager (Cubus Explorer)
y Project explorer with Windows-Explorer functionality
y Additional functions for project archiving,
compression and decompression
y Graphical preview of projects
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